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Purpose: Noninvasive cerebral optical spectrometry is a promising candidate technology for 

the objective assessment physiological changes during pain perception. This study’s primary 

objective was to test if there was a significant correlation between the changes in physiological 

parameters as measured by a cerebral optical spectrometry-based algorithm (real-time objective 

pain assessment [ROPA]) and subjective pain ratings obtained from volunteers and laboring 

women. Secondary aims were performance assessment using linear regression and receiver 

operating curve (ROC) analysis.

Patients and methods: Prospective cohort study performed in Human Pain Laboratory and 

Labor and Delivery Unit. After institutional review board approval, we evaluated ROPA in 

volunteers undergoing the cold pressor test and in laboring women before and after epidural 

or combined spinal epidural  placement. Linear regression was performed to measure correla-

tions. ROCs and corresponding areas under the ROCs (AUC), as well as Youden’s indices, as a 

measure of diagnostic effectiveness, were calculated.

Results: Correlations between numeric rating scale or visual analog scale and ROPA were 

significant for both volunteers and laboring women. AUCs for both volunteers and laboring 

women with numeric rating scale and visual analog scale subjective pain ratings as ground 

truth revealed at least good (AUC: 70%–79%) to excellent (AUC >90%) distinction between 

clinically meaningful pain severity differentiations (no/mild–moderate–severe).

Conclusion: Cerebral Optical Spectrometry-based ROPA significantly correlated with subjectively 

reported pain in volunteers and laboring women, and could be a useful monitor for clinical circum-

stances where direct assessment is not available, or to complement patient-reported pain scores.

Keywords: pain, assessment, objective, subjective, quantification, cerebral optical spectrometry

Introduction
Adequate pain management mandates proper assessment of pain severity.1,2 Unfortu-

nately, the current gold-standard of self-reported pain by means of a numeric rating 

scale (NRS) or a visual analog scale (VAS) are not ideal measurement tools. The need 

for patient’s cooperation and communication, potential bias, and lack of reliability 

and objectivity are some disadvantages of self-reporting pain assessment tools, such 

as NRS, verbal rating scale, or VAS.1–5 Therefore, it would be highly desirable to 

have a more objective assessment of pain based upon physiological parameters or 

changes thereof. Over the years, several candidate technologies have been described. 

Examples for physiological parameters include heart rate variability-based approaches 
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such as assessment of changes of the low-frequency to 

high-frequency ratio, the analgesia nociception index, and 

the cardiorespiratory coherence algorithm.6–9 Other groups 

have investigated the fluctuations of skin conductance, 

pupillometry, or the processed electroencephalogram (eg, 

composite variability index).10–12 Magnetic resonance imag-

ing (MRI) techniques, such as blood oxygenation level-

dependent  functional MRI or arterial spin labeling, seems to 

be very promising for assessing pain objectively for clinical 

research.2,13 However, this technology is not suited to be used 

in a clinical setting secondary to cost, availability, and size 

of the required equipment. A relatively new and emerging 

technology to assess pain objectively, functional near infrared 

spectroscopy (Optical Spectrometry), has been shown to 

correlate strongly with functional MRI based approaches.14,15 

Advantages of this technology include noninvasiveness, 

portability, and that the technology is already widely used to 

assess eg, language and memory capacities or responsiveness 

to intravenous fluids, but not necessarily painful stimuli, in 

neonates and children.16,17

The aim of this prospective cohort study was to evaluate 

an algorithm based on cerebral optical spectrometry technol-

ogy (developed by ROPAmedics LLC, San Francisco, CA, 

USA) in volunteers undergoing noxious stimulation and 

laboring women. The primary objective of the study was to 

determine whether changes in cerebral hemodynamics using 

Optical Spectrometry correlate significantly with subjective 

pain ratings obtained from volunteers and laboring women, 

respectively. Secondary aims were assessment of algorithm 

performance using linear regression and receiver operating 

curve (ROC) analysis.

Materials and methods
subjects
We conducted a prospective cohort study, with blinding 

between cerebral optical spectrometry analysis and pain assess-

ments. After institutional review board (Research Compliance 

Office, Stanford University, Stanford, CA, USA) approved 

this study and written informed consent was obtained from 

all participants, we enrolled six volunteers and eight laboring 

women for this study. Subjects were aged between 18–60 years 

old. Exclusion criteria for both volunteers and laboring women 

were allergy to adhesives, chronic pain conditions and/or mod-

erate/severe comorbidities, inability to give informed consent, 

and use of analgesics 1 week prior to testing. An additional 

exclusion criterion for volunteers was Raynaud’s syndrome. 

This study was registered at clincialtrials.gov (NCT02036567).

cold pressor test 
Volunteers went through training for the cold pressor test 

(CPT) before actual testing. On the study day, they were 

instructed to remove jewelry from the left hand and forearm 

at the beginning of the session. After obtaining about 3 

minutes of baseline cerebral optical spectrometry readings 

without pain, participants slowly moved their left hand into 

an insulated bucket of ice water (4°C–5°C). They were 

instructed to spread their fingers apart and to accurately 

adjust painful sensations using the sliding scale potenti-

ometer (see “Subjective pain ratings” section for details). 

Participants were asked to keep their hand in the ice water 

as long as possible with a maximum immersion time of 5 

minutes, but were permitted to withdraw their hand from 

the cold water at any time. Once the hand was withdrawn 

or maximum immersion time was achieved and subjective 

pain ratings were adjusted down to no pain, an additional 

3-minute baseline was obtained before repeating the CPT in 

identical fashion (second round). Data of both rounds were 

included for statistical analyses.

subjective pain ratings
Volunteers were instructed to rate their pain continuously with 

their right hand using a custom-built Atmel ATmega2560-

based sliding VAS linear potentiometer on a scale from 0 

being no pain to 1,000 being the worst pain imaginable. 

Data were captured with a sampling rate of 500 Hz and down 

sampled at a rate of 1 Hz for further data analysis.

Laboring women were approached for the study on pre-

anesthetic consultation prior to epidural or combined spinal 

epidural (CSE) placement.

During the course of the study, laboring women received 

our institutional standard labor analgesia doses: labor epi-

dural: 15 mL of 0.125% bupivacaine with 10 µg sufentanil in 

three divided doses. Labor CSE: 1 mL of 0.25% bupivacaine 

with 5 µg sufentanil. Subjective verbal NRS ratings were 

obtained at multiple time points throughout the study with 0 

being no pain and 10 being the worst pain imaginable from 

initiation of labor analgesia request until adequate analgesia 

was achieved (NRS ≤3). Laboring women then received a 

standard patient-controlled epidural analgesia (continuous 

infusion of 12 mL/h of 0.0625% bupivacaine with 0.4 µg/

mL sufentanil with optional boluses).

Optical spectrometry
After prepping the skin on the forehead with an alcohol 

swab, a commercial OxiMax®, Max-Fast® sensor (Tyco 
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Healthcare, Nellcor, Pleasanton, CA, USA) was applied and 

secured with the headband included in the package following 

directions according to manufacture’s instructions. The sen-

sor was then connected to the investigational device.

The real-time objective pain assessment (ROPA, ROPA-

medics LLC) is computed using signal processing and 

predictive model algorithms. The following data processing 

steps are performed (Figure 1):

1. Light source generation and calibration: the ROPA Cere-

bral Oximetry device has several built-in algorithms to 

perform the following steps: a) generate light source 

signal to periodically and sequentially turn on and off 

light of RED and infrared  wavelengths; b) reduce artifacts 

secondary to ambient light effects; and c) calibration 

based on subject’s skin tone and ambient light.

2. RED/infrared wavelength extraction: this task is per-

formed by use of an algorithm that detects start and end 

time of each reflection pulse, and the amplitude for each 

pulse represents the reflection intensity for each pulse of 

RED and infrared wavelength.

3. Signal conditioning and preprocessing: this task is per-

formed to denoise, remove motion artifacts, and correct 

for sensor displacement effects.

4. Predictive model to calculate ROPA index: the ROPA 

index is based on a predictive model to track changes 

in hemodynamic response (hemoglobin oxygenation) to 

painful stimuli.

5. Data alignment: volunteers were asked to continuously 

rate their pain on a sliding scale (VAS, see “Subjective 

pain ratings” section). To align ROPA and VAS time series 

before applying correlation analysis, we used a moving, 

double-sided (±20 seconds) window to calculate the local 

maximum of the ROPA signal. This approach was chosen 

to decrease potential lag time/hysteresis between reported 

pain (VAS) and ROPA time series. For laboring women, 

we only had spotted pain ratings (NRS, see “Subjective 

pain ratings” section) and therefore the local maximum 

in a 1-minute time window before and after the NRS rat-

ing was determined (see “Data analysis” section). ROPA 

was calculated offline after data acquisition and with the 

investigator that was handling the signal processing (AA) 

being blinded toward any recorded study events in order 

to minimize potential bias.

Data analysis
All data are presented as mean ± standard error of the mean  

unless indicated otherwise. Since severe motion artifacts 

were expected in the laboring patient population, an investi-

gator blinded to ROPA values and reported NRS pain values 

reviewed the time course of the ROPA readings (without 

labeling on the y-axis) in 1-minute windows, 30 seconds 

prior to 30 seconds after NRS pain rating was obtained, for 

data quality. If there were concerns regarding data quality 

secondary to, eg, sensor dislocation, as indicated by gaps 

of more than 10 seconds within that 1-minute window, the 

data point was not included for analysis. This approach was 

also chosen to decrease potential lag time/hysteresis between 

patient-reported pain and ROPA pain measurements since 

there was – unlike in the volunteer part of the study – no 

continuous subjective pain recording.

Power analysis was performed for the patient part of the 

study. Assuming a correlation of 0.5 with an α of 0.05 and 

a power of 80%, a sample size of 29 was needed to detect a 

significant difference. Since we expected to obtain at least 

six NRS ratings (corresponding to six uterine contractions 

before onset of analgesic effect secondary to epidural/CSE) 

per patient with a dropout rate of 25% secondary to move-

ment artifacts, eight laboring women were sufficient to show 

statistical significance. For the volunteer study, a power 

analysis was not performed since we were able to obtain one 

Figure 1 The pipeline for signal processing applied to calculate ROPa index.
Abbreviation: ROPa, real-time objective pain assessment.
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data pair (VAS and corresponding ROPA) every second for 

an estimated experimental protocol of 20 minutes length, 

resulting in approximately 1,200 data pairs per volunteer.

All data were tested for normal distribution using the 

D’Agostino and Pearson omnibus normality test. For both 

volunteer (both individual and pooled) and laboring patient 

(pooled only) data, correlations were calculated between 

subjective pain ratings (ie, VAS or NRS, respectively) and 

measured ROPA. For normal distributed data Pearson cor-

relation coefficients and for not normally distributed data 

nonparametric Spearman rank correlations were calculated, 

respectively.

ROCs and the area under ROC (AUC) were used to 

determine the performance of the ROPA readings to dif-

ferentiate between clinically meaningful cut-off values 

(no/mild–moderate–severe pain) in both volunteers and 

laboring women:

1. No/mild pain vs moderate/severe pain: VAS ≤3 vs VAS 

>3, or NRS ≤3 vs NRS >3 for laboring women,

2. No/mild/moderate pain vs severe pain: VAS ≤6 vs VAS 

>6, or NRS ≤6 vs NRS >6 for laboring women,

3. No/mild pain vs severe pain: VAS ≤3 vs VAS >6 or NRS 

≤3 vs NRS >6 for laboring women.

The transformation of NRS/VAS values into three bins (no/

mild–moderate–severe) was chosen since it closely corre-

sponds to therapeutic consequences/interventions, ie, admin-

istration of analgesics for NRS/VAS values corresponding to 

moderate pain and (a potentially higher dose of analgesics 

for) severe pain.

AUCs were classified as follows: good accuracy for 

AUCs from 70%–79%, very good accuracy for AUCs from 

80%–89%, and excellent accuracy for AUCs >90%.

As a measure for overall diagnostic effectiveness, maxi-

mum Youden’s index was calculated,

 Youden’s index (J ) = sensitivity specificity – 1 

or,

 
J truepositives
truepositives falsenegatives

truenegatives
tru

=
eenegatives false positives

− 1
 

for each of the ROC.18,19

All statistical analyses were done using GraphPad Prism 

6 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA) for Mac Comput-

ers  https://www.graphpad.com/scientific-software/prism/#1. 

Significance level was set to P<0.05. Power analysis was 

performed in R (The R Foundation, Vienna, Austria) using 

the “pwr” package.20

Results
cPT in volunteers
All volunteers completed the CPT. Demographics are 

shown in Table 1. Mean number of data points obtained per 

volunteer was 702±123. Maximum VAS ratings during the 

second round of CPT were not significantly different from 

the first round (7.62±1.35 vs 7.05±0.97, P=0.08). Spearman 

rank correlations between cerebral optical spectrometry 

signal and subjective pain ratings ranged from 0.58 to 0.93 

for individual volunteers. For the pooled volunteer data, 

Spearman rank correlation was 0.88 (95% CI: 0.87–0.89). 

All correlations were significant at the individual level as 

well as for the pooled data (P<0.0001 for all). Figure 2 

displays the linear regression for the volunteer data (ROPA 

=0.72× VAS +1.7). ROC analysis for volunteers (Figure 3) 

displayed excellent accuracies as indicated by AUC values 

ranging from 91% to 99%.

Figure 2 linear regression between continuously provided Vas pain ratings (in 
response to cPT; 0–1,000 with 0= no pain and 1,000 is worse pain imaginable) 
and objectively measured changes in physiological parameters responding to pain 
(ROPa) for volunteers.
Notes: correlation (r=0.88, P<0.0001). The (hardly visible) dashed lines indicate the 
95% confidence bands.
Abbreviations: cPT, cold pressor test; ROPa, real-time objective pain assessment; 
Vas, visual analog scale.

Table 1 Volunteers’ and laboring women’ demographics

 Volunteers  
(n=6)

Laboring women 
(n=8)

Age (years) 37 (21–50) 32 (26–36)
Weight (kg) 78 (66–100) 85 (70–145)
Height (cm) 173 (157–183) 163 (152–170)
Sex (m:f) 3:3 0:8
Epi:CSE n/a 7:1

Note: Data presented as mean (range).
Abbreviations: epi, epidural; cse, combined spinal epidural.
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Patients
All laboring women completed the study. We obtained 

7.6±1.3 NRS pain ratings per patient. Thirty-eight percent 

(23 of 61) of data points were excluded secondary to (pre-

sumably) motion artifacts. Pearson’s correlation coefficient 

between reported NRS pain ratings and ROPA measurements 

was 0.44 (95% CI: 0.137–0.665, P=0.006, linear regression: 

ROPA =0.35× NRS +2.4). Figure 4 displays ROC curves for 

the laboring women. AUCs were in the good (no/mild pain 

Table 2 Maximum sensitivity and specificity combinations for 
volunteers and laboring women, Youden’s index as a measure for 
diagnostic performance, and ROPa threshold values

Volunteers Sensitivity Specificity Youden’s  
index

ROPA

Vas ≤3 vs Vas >3 96% 90% 0.86 3.4

Vas ≤6 vs Vas >6 88% 85% 0.73 5.4

Vas ≤3 vs Vas >6 99% 90% 0.90 3.5
laboring women
nRs ≤3 vs nRs >3 85% 53% 0.37 3.8

nRs ≤6 vs nRs >6 80% 88% 0.68 4.2

nRs ≤3 vs nRs >6 88% 85% 0.72 4.0

Notes: clinically meaningful cut-offs were used: no/mild pain vs moderate/severe 
pain (Vas ≤3 vs Vas >3 and nRs ≤3 vs nRs >3, respectively), no/mild/moderate 
pain vs severe pain (Vas ≤6 vs Vas >6 and nRs ≤6 vs nRs >6, respectively), and no/
mild pain vs severe pain (Vas ≤3 vs Vas >6 and nRs ≤3 vs nRs >6, respectively).
Abbreviations: nRs, numeric rating scale; ROPa, real-time objective pain 
assessment; Vas, visual analog scale.

Figure 3 cold pressure test in volunteers
Notes: ROcs for Vas ≤3 and Vas >3 (dotted, light gray line), Vas ≤6 and Vas 
>6 (interrupted, dark gray line), and Vas ≤3 and Vas >6 (solid, black line) for the 
entire time course in volunteers. aUc values, used as a performance indicator, were 
excellent (aUc >90%).
Abbreviations: aUc, area under the ROc curve; ROc, receiver operating 
characteristic; Vas, visual analog scale.

Figure 4 ROcs for nRs ≤3 and nRs >3 (dotted, light gray line), nRs ≤6 and nRs 
>6 (interrupted, dark gray line), and nRs ≤3 and nRs >6 (solid, black line) for 
laboring women.
Note: aUc values, used as a performance indicator, were good (aUc 70%–79%), 
to very good (aUc 80%–89%) ,to excellent (aUc >90%), respectively.
Abbreviations: aUc, area under the ROc curve; nRs, numeric rating scale; 
ROc, receiver operating characteristic.

vs moderate/severe pain), very good (no/mild/moderate pain 

vs severe pain), or excellent (no/mild pain vs severe pain) 

and ranged from 72% to 92%.

Table 2 summarizes maximum sensitivity, maximum 

specificity, Youden’s indices, and ROPA threshold values for 

the investigated ROC curves.

Discussion
This study sought to investigate the correlation between 

subjectively reported pain and changes in physiological 

parameters measured with a promising cerebral optical 

spectrometry technology. Our data indicate significant cor-

relations between VAS pain ratings reported by volunteers 

undergoing the CPT and the measured pain index ROPA 

as well as significant correlations between NRS pain rat-

ings obtained from laboring women and the ROPA index. 

AUC, an indicator for accuracy, were good to excellent in 

the patient population depending on which distinction was 

made, ie, for example differentiate between NRS ≤3 vs NRS 

>3, ie, no/mild pain vs moderate/severe pain. For volunteers, 

accuracies were excellent regardless of which distinction 

was investigated.

Pain, the fifth vital sign, is often not adequately evaluated 

secondary to assessment deficits.21 This lack or inability of 

accurate assessment of pain potentially leads to mismanage-

ment of pain with a wide variety of possible complication 

including “chronification” of pain and patient dissatisfaction 

from inadequate pain management to respiratory depression 

and constipation from overtreatment of pain. A continuous, 

easy to interpret, noninvasive device for the assessment 

of changes in physiological parameters correlating with 
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 subjective pain ratings is therefore a highly desirable  addition 

to supplement the intermittent subjective assessments of pain 

by health care providers. The technology may be particularly 

valuable when laboring women are confused or unable to 

communicate (eg, dementia), sedated, or anesthetized (eg, 

intraoperative or intensive care setting).

Several target technologies have been described for the 

objective assessment of pain. Heart rate variability-derived 

indices such as normalized power in the high-frequency 

band decreasing when a nociceptive stimulus was given 

under light anesthesia, but remained unchanged when an 

anesthetized patient received high doses of narcotics.22 A 

commercially available monitor developed by this group, 

which calculates the heart rate variability-based “analgesia 

nociception index” (www.mdoloris.com/en/technologies/

ani-analgesia-nociception-index/), was used to predict NRS 

pain ratings in the immediate postoperative period, ie, upon 

arrival in the recovery room. Performance of the monitor 

was good and the AUC was 89% for discriminating between 

an NRS of <3/10 and >3/10.23 In nonanesthetized volunteers 

exposed to expected and unexpected painful electrical stimu-

lation however, ANI did not correlate with volunteers’ pain 

ratings and did not allow for differentiation between painful 

vs nonpainful stimuli.24

Ledowski et al25 used skin conductance to measure pain 

objectively in laboring women that had undergone minor 

elective plastic or orthopedic surgery during their stay in the 

recovery room. In their study, the AUC using the number of 

skin fluctuations per second to differentiate between a pain 

rating of <3/10 and >3/10 was 76%. This is comparable to our 

results of 72% for laboring women, but substantially lower 

than the 98% obtained in the volunteer population in our study.

Ben-Israel et al26 also reported ROC and AUC for detecting 

noxious events using several physiologic variables as well as 

their proprietary composite algorithm to differentiate between 

nonpainful and painful stimuli in anesthetized laboring women. 

AUCs ranged from 56% (skin conductance level only) to 98% 

for the combined index of stimulus and analgesia (CISA). 

The CISA used by this group is a reference clinical score that 

combines stimulus intensity (as rated by anesthesiologists) and 

narcotic effect site concentration in order to make assumptions 

for the level of nociception. Their proprietary, multiparameter 

nociception level (NoL) achieved similar performance to 

the CISA and outperformed all single physiologic variables 

included in their study (skin conductance level, number of 

skin conductance fluctuations, change of heart rate, change in 

high-frequency band of heart rate variability, photo-plethys-

mographic waveform amplitude). This group did not include 

an Optical Spectrometry-based signal. It is interesting to note 

that the Optical Spectrometry-derived ROPA index used in 

our study outperformed all of the single physiologic variables 

studied by Ben-Israel et al.26 However, this group chose to test 

for differentiation between nonnoxious and noxious stimuli in 

anesthetized laboring women, whereas we tested for distinction 

between severities of pain (mild–moderat  severe) in awake 

laboring women and volunteers.

Aasted et al27 recently published a study in which they 

used Optical Spectrometry to study activation and deactiva-

tion in the frontal lobe during noxious stimulation. This group 

chose the forehead for two reasons: 1) it is easily accessible 

and allows for probe placement, and 2) functional MRI 

studies have shown that the frontal lobe is activated during 

noxious stimulation. Data from seven volunteers undergo-

ing painful electrical stimulation showed that the change 

in oxygenated hemoglobin concentration over the superior 

frontal cortices correlates with pain perception. The same 

group had previously investigated correlations between blood 

oxygen level-dependent  functional MRI signals and Opti-

cal Spectrometry signals in volunteers undergoing painful 

stimulation. Since correlations were high, they concluded that 

Optical Spectrometry could be capable of identifying pain 

sensations in (anesthetized) laboring women and provide a 

useful tool for evaluating the efficacy of analgesics.14

Another Optical Spectrometry approach to assess pain 

was investigated by Rojas et al28 who used a 24-channel setup 

to collect data from the primary somatosensory area of 18 

subjects after induction of heat and cold pain.28 Obtained 

data were processed by machine learning techniques. The 

results of this study demonstrate the possibility to distinguish 

between different types of pain and their pain intensity. For 

example, the sensitivity and specificity to detect maximum 

cold pain were reported as 94.64% and 92.98% in this study.

Overall, an extensive Optical Spectrometry data process-

ing and the use of a predictive model seem to be essential 

for proper pain assessment. Meyer-Frießem et al29 could not 

show strong correlation between unprocessed cerebral oxy-

genation (SctO
2
) values from the frontal lobe and reported 

NRS in twenty subjects after application of electrical pain.

Limitations
One limitation of our study was the exclusion of chronic 

pain laboring women. Therefore, we could not make any 

assumptions on whether chronic pain states would affect 

measurements by means of cerebral optical spectrometry. In 

addition, we have not investigated the performance of ROPA 

in anesthetized laboring women, and studies to evaluate this 
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population are currently ongoing. Since anesthetized laboring 

women cannot give feedback, an objective pain assessment 

would be desirable to guide clinical management. Potential 

benefits of a bedside real-time objective pain assessment 

include decreased wake-up times, higher patient satisfac-

tion, and decreased incidence of complication secondary to 

both under- and overdosing of opioids. However, all these 

potential benefits are yet to be determined. Similar to the 

introduction of electroencephalogram monitors to measure 

level of hypnosis and tailor anesthetic dosing to individual 

needs, an objective, noninvasive assessment tool for pain may 

be a useful adjunct to the monitoring to help guide clinicians 

and clinical researchers.

Conclusion
This study was able to show a good correlation between the 

Cerebral Optical Spectrometry-based ROPA and pain ratings 

reported by volunteers and laboring women. Nevertheless, 

further investigations have to prove if there is a real and robust 

linkage between both values. Until then, whether ROPA can 

be speculated as a useful monitor for clinical applications to 

assess direct pain is not available.
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